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ABSTRACT
Embodied learning and the design of embodied learning platforms
have gained popularity in recent years due to the increasing avail-
ability of sensing technologies. In our study, we made use of the
Mathematical Imagery Trainer for Proportion (MIT-P) that uses a
touchscreen tablet to help students explore the concept of mathe-
matical proportion. The use of sensing technologies provides an
unprecedented amount of high-frequency data on students’ behav-
iors. We investigated a statistical model called mixture Regime-
Switching Hidden Logistic Transition Process (mixRHLP) and fit it
to the students’ hand motion data. Simultaneously, the model finds
characteristic regimes and assigns students to clusters of regime
transitions. To understand the nature of these regimes and clusters,
we explore some properties in students’ and tutor’s verbalization
associated with these different phases.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Modeling methodologies; •
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1 INTRODUCTION
Embodied learning and the design of embodied learning platforms
have gained popularity lately, in part, due to the increasing availabil-
ity of sensing technologies, such as touchscreen tablets, which allow
for a more natural interaction than traditional mouse-and-keyboard
interfaces. Embodied learning builds upon theories of embodied
cognition, which argue that abstract concepts are fundamentally
grounded in, or emerge from, physical and time-constrained ex-
periences with our environment [16, 21]. Learning is, therefore, a
process of dynamically coordinating modalities that lead to direct
or metaphorical abstract conceptualizations of the world [2–4, 12].

Our study develops upon the works of Dor Abrahamson and
colleagues who have studied the development of the mathemati-
cal concept of proportionality. To ground the learning of propor-
tionality on its physical enactment, Abrahamson and colleagues
developed an embodied learning platform called the Mathematics
Imagery Training of Proportion (MIT-P) [3, 10]. A recent version
of the MIT-P developed by the embodied cognition group at the
University of Utrecht uses a touchscreen tablet to help students
explore the concept of proportion physically (see Figure 1). The
tablet displays two vertical bars whose heights are controlled by
the participant’s index fingers. The bars change color from red to
green any time they achieve a designated ratio (e.g., 1:2), which is
initially unknown to the student. During an instructional activity,
the student needs to find this hidden rule that makes the bars green.
They move the bars up and down until they find places where the
bars turn green. After they find the first green, they need to keep
the bars green all the time while moving them. As students freely
explore different configurations, a tutor coaches them to reflect
upon the activity. Besides, the instructor progressively introduces
two frames of reference to the interaction field, such as an equally-
spaced grid and numerals. As students adopt these frames to keep
the bars green and explain their movements, they shift into more
expert ways of seeing, moving, and talking.
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Figure 1: Touchscreen version of the MIT-P. The bars turn green when the ratio between the bar heights is 1:2, otherwise the
bars color turns red.

Using the MIT-P, researchers have advanced arguments as to
how action-based learning environments foment spontaneous co-
ordination of sensorimotor activity, which, in turn, supports the
learning of mathematical concepts [17]. For instance, various stud-
ies with the MIT-P have investigated relevant changes in students’
sensorimotor coordination and have advanced hypotheses as to
how the development of dynamic coordination represents the learn-
ing of the concept of proportion [1, 10]. In particular, using qual-
itative approaches, researchers have found empirical evidence of
various patterns of coordination dynamics. They have discovered
six solution strategies: fixed interval, changing interval, additive
(two kinds), multiplicative, and speeds. These embodied strategies
outline a learning trajectory of the concept of proportion. In the
beginning, students start by exploring the height of the bars in
random ways. They then maintain a fixed interval between the bars
(similar to the conceptual errors as mentioned above), or switch
towards a varying distance, before realizing that one bar’s height
is half/double of the other. With the inclusion of the grid, students
shift towards a step-wise method where they move one unit with
the left hand and two with the right hand. Finally, with the intro-
duction of the numerals, students start making a greater emphasis
on the pairs 1-2, 2-4, 3-6, and so on. Moreover, researchers argue
that students’ deployment of additive strategies contributes as one
primary source to a misconception of proportionality. For exam-
ple, students often believe that 2:3 is equal to 3:4 and 4:5 because
the two numbers in each ratio have a difference of one [13]. Fu-
son and Abrahamson [11] found that this misconception correlates
with students’ difficulties in physically enacting the proportional
progression with their hands.

In the qualitative approaches, researchers have faced various
drawbacks, such as dealing with hours of video to review, the need
to train and retrain our qualitative judgments to produce a reliable
coding scheme, and the difficulty in spotting variability between
students to form groups (i.e., clusters of students with similar se-
quences of behaviors). The goal of the current study is to quanti-
tatively analyze the log files of hand data to uncover the presence
of phases in students’ sequences of behaviors and to understand
whether there are patterns of phase transitions across students that
are otherwise difficult to detect using a qualitative analysis.

If we could identify model-based clusters and phase transitions
based on observation data, then in real-time monitoring of students’

learning progress, we could assign students into different clusters
and make model-based predictions of their behavior. These ana-
lytical results would benefit educators and educational designers
who want to tailor instructions to the specific needs of groups of
students or want to shift students from one cluster to another. Also,
a statistical model of both within- and between-subject qualitative
and quantitative variability would support rich theoretical insights.
For example, we might want to understand whether students who
learn to coordinate their hands quickly also conceptualize better;
or whether all students need first to struggle and overcome these
physical coordination difficulties to have better conceptualizations.

In summary, our research questions are 1) are there distinct hand-
movement regimes and regime transitions in students’ learning
processes? 2) what properties do the regimes have? 3) are there
clusters of students who share similar patterns of regime-switching
learning processes? 4) What do these regimes and clusters reveal
about proportionality learning?

Sensing technologies such as the MIT-P provide an unprece-
dented amount of data about the momentary changes in students’
behaviors. Although some time-series methods allow for the mod-
eling of quantitative within-subject changes (e.g., in behaviors),
most of these methods do not simultaneously account for possible
group differences across students and phase transitions over time.
We need more sophisticated methods to analyze both the quantita-
tive and qualitative variability (i.e., group and phase differences) in
students’ interaction with their learning environments.

In this paper, we investigate a statistical model called mixture
Regime-Switching Hidden Logistic Transition Process (mixRHLP)
and fit it to the hand movement data. The model fitting allows us
to retrieve characteristic movement regimes (or phases) from hand
movement changes. Simultaneously, the model could help identify
characteristic regime transitions and assign students to a particular
cluster. Then, to assess the relation between hand coordination and
conceptualization, we explore students’ and tutor’s verbalization
associated with these regimes. According to the embodied learning
theory, how students coordinate their hand movements is related
to their level of understanding of the to-be-learned mathematical
concept. That is, the better the hand movement embody the mathe-
matical concept, the more verbal references to proportionality there
would be. In a similar vein, we hypothesize that the tutor adapts her
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verbal guidance in response to how a student moves their hands to
support their learning better.

Our analysis showed that there were different patterns of hand
movements in various phases of students’ learning proportions us-
ing the MIT-P. Moreover, we identified two distinct clusters of stu-
dents with characteristic phase transitions of hand movement pat-
terns that can be associated with slow- and quick-learners. Further-
more, we found that there are different characteristics of student-
tutor verbal communication during different learning phases.

Our results contribute to the field of embodied learning by ana-
lyzing quantitative data on sensorimotor activity and student-tutor
conversations. The work should be of broad interest to the learning
analytics community. First, the MIT-based embodied design has
already extended to domains beyond proportionality. They include
but not limited to linear functions, parabola, area, trigonometric
functions, and angles. Our current work inspires empirical research
in each domain to contribute to our understanding of embodied
learning. Second, the statistical method we present applies to any
time-series data, including the increasingly accessible multimodal
data that shed light on our understanding of learning and learning
environments. Last but not least, the statistical model simultane-
ously represents both between- and within-subject qualitative and
quantitative variability that is prevalent in students’ learning pro-
cesses. It extends many traditional models, including finite mixture
models [8, 9], hidden Markov models [5, 20], and regime-switching
dynamic models [7, 14], to enable crucial inferences of students’
learning processes to inform interventions.

2 METHODS
2.1 Data Sources
We conducted a secondary data analysis from a previous study
[10]. In the study, forty-five fifth- and sixth- graders of ages 9–11
(M = 135.37 months, SD = 8.37 months, and Female = 17) partici-
pated in task-based semi-structured interviews at schools in the
Netherlands. Screen recordings of the activity, participants’ hand
movement data in the form of bar height coordinates, eye-tracking
data, and audio data were captured during each interview. Due to
technical problems, data from only 37 participants were included
in the current analysis.

During the interview with the MIT-P, the students’ goal is to find
a hidden rule that makes the bars green. The students may move
the bars up and down and see how the colors of the bars change.
After they find the first green, they are asked to keep the bars green
while moving them. As the student freely explores the interface,
the tutor coaches the student to reflect upon the activity and think
aloud. Besides, the tutor progressively introduces two frames of
reference to the interaction field, such as an equally-spaced grid
with and without numerals overlaid on the screen, and different
tasks with varying proportion values in the hidden rules.

However, we did not aim to analyze all the data collected during
the various tasks and with different pedagogical aids. Instead, we
limited our analysis to the task corresponding to the 1:2 proportion
and only focused on the part of the task where the tutor uses a blank
background, without grids or numerals overlaid on the screen. We
may analyze additional data under different task and background

conditions in future studies. The average time spent in these blank-
background segments was 7.3 minutes.

2.2 Model Assumptions
We mathematically represented the time-series data of right and
left hand ratios using the mixture Regime-Switching Hidden Logis-
tic Transition Process (mixRHLP) model [6, 15]. Suppose for each
student i, i = 1, 2, 3, · · · ,N , there are a total of T measurement oc-
casions andT measurements, respectively denoted asT × 1 vectors
of t = (tj ) and yi = (yi (tj )), j = 1, 2, 3, · · · ,T . We assume yi follow
a mixture distribution, whose density p(·) is a weighted sum of
component densities pk (·) as

p(yi |t i ;Θ) =
K∑
k

P(Zi = k)pk (yi |t i ,Zi = k), (1)

where Zi ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K} denotes student i’s latent cluster class,
with αik

∆
= P(Zi = k) being the probability of student i belonging to

latent cluster class k . Θk contains all parameters in the component
density pk (·), and Θ contain all parameters in the density p(·).

At each time point tj , we further assume yi (tj ) follows a finite
Gaussian mixture regression model, whose component density
is normally distributed with mean X jβkr and a variance of σ 2

kr ,
denoted as N(X jβkr ,σ

2
kr )), where r = 1, 2, · · · ,Rk , βkr is a (d +

1) × 1 vector of regression coefficients, and the design matrix X j is[
t0j t1j · · · tdj

]
, if the order of the polynomial regression is d .

If we assume yi |t i ,Zi = k are serially independent, pk (·) can be
written as

pk (yi |t i ,Zi = k) =
T∏
j=1

Rk∑
r

P(Hi j = r |tj ,Zi = k)N(X jβkr ,σ
2
kr ),

(2)

whereHi j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,Rk } denotes student i’s latent regime at time
tj and is assumed to follow a multinomial logistic regression model
such that the probability of student i belonging to latent regime r at
time tj under the condition that student i belongs to latent cluster
class k is

P(Hi j = r |tj ,Zi = k) =
exp(ωkr0 + ωkr1tj )∑Rk
s=1 exp(ωks0 + ωks1tj )

(3)

with ωks0 = ωks1 = 0 in the reference class. The regression coeffi-
cientsωk =

[
ωkr0 ωkr1

]
control the regime transitions.

Assuming the observed data across subjectsyi , i = 1, 2, 3, · · · ,N
are independently identically distributed, we can write the log-
likelihood function of Θ given all observed data Y ∆

= [yi ] as

l(Θ) = log
N∏
i
p(yi |t i ;Θ) =

N∑
i
log

K∑
k

αikpk (yi |t i ,Zi = k). (4)

Thus, the parameters in the model can be estimated using maximum
likelihood approaches.

2.3 Talk Analysis
We transcribed the audio data and aligned the spoken utterances to
the video using the ELAN software [18]. As the conversation was
originally in Dutch, an English translation was produced using the
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Google Translation API and then checked for clarity by one of the
researchers. Then, we labeled each utterance with its corresponding
regime. We analyzed the talk patterns by looking at the distribution
of words and the most frequent n-grams in each regime. An n-gram
analysis consists of running a sliding window of size n through
the text and extracting the sequences of words within that window
[19]. Specifically, we looked at 3-, 4-, and 5-grams—i.e., sequences
of three, four, and five words. Then, we sorted the sequences in
descending order of counts to find out the most frequent n-grams
in each regime.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Cluster-Based Regime-Switching Dynamics

of Hand Movements
Using the R package mixRHLP [6, 15], we fitted the mixRHLPmodel
to the time-series data of the right and left hand ratios with different
values of the number of clusters (1–4), the number of regimes (1–4),
and the order of polynomial regressions (1–2). Among all 32 models,
we chose the simpler model in the list of models with the smallest
three BIC values, which consisted of two clusters, three regimes,
and linear regressions.

The parameter estimates from fitting the chosen model to the
data are summarized in Table 1. In Regime 1, the regression in-
tercepts were near one with small error variances, indicating that
hands were moving at the same height. In Regime 2, the intercepts
were still around one, but the error variances were larger, indicating
hands moving with noticeable variability. In Regime 3, the inter-
cepts were about two with small error variances, suggesting hands
moving at the desired heights of 1:2 ratio to keep the bars green.
Indeed, Regime 3 was the desired outcome of this activity since the
hands would maintain a 1:2 ratio — for example, one at a value of
2 and the other at a value of 4. Additionally, Figure 2 illustrates
the estimated expected logistic curves of the probabilities of an
individual being in a regime during the interview. The probability
of an individual being in Cluster 1 was estimated to be .42, a little
smaller than that of being in Cluster 2. In Cluster 1, the probability
of being in Regime 1 was the highest at the start of the session,
but quickly transitioned into the probability of being in Regime 2;
the probability of being in Regime 3 became the highest at around
70% into the interview session. In Cluster 2, the probability of be-
ing in Regime 1 was the highest until approximately 10% into the
session, when the probability of being in Regime 2 took the lead;
then, Regime 3 became the most probable state at about 20% into
the session, much sooner compared to Cluster 1. Indeed, what the
logistic curves tell us is that a student in Cluster 1 has about the
same likelihood to find the rule than not to find it, as indicated by
the high logistic curve of Regime 2 for most of the task segment.
Instead, students in Cluster 2 have a much higher probability of
finding the proportional rule, especially after the first half. It is
apparent that, in Cluster 2, the probability of being in Regime 1
goes down quickly and almost disappears after the first quarter.
On the other hand, the probability of Regime 2 goes down but still
lingers on, albeit low, until the end of the task segment. For exam-
ple, Figure 3 shows two characteristic phase transitions that are
representative of these two clusters; one for Participant 75 and the
other for Participant 83, who displayed different hand movement

dynamics but were randomly chosen for illustration. Participant 75,
classified in Cluster 1, spent a substantial proportion (> 50%) of the
session exploring various ratios or only moving her hands at the
same speed. Participant 83, classified in Cluster 2, spent only 10%
of the time moving hands at the same heights and quickly switched
to a 1:2 ratio phase (Regime 3), interspersed with chunks of short
exploration phases (Regime 2).

3.2 Students’ Verbalization
Results show that the content of the talk was different between
regimes, as illustrated by the most frequent n-grams (see Table 2).
During Regime 1, most of the talk was descriptive, such as “I get
a little bit of green at the bottom of the screen.” During Regime
2, when there was much exploration of different hand ratios, the
talk contains some explanation attempts which are often not very
specific or depict confusion. For instance, this search was accompa-
nied by utterances such as “This one is higher than the other” or
with confusion utterances such as “I do not know.” During Regime
3, where the hands achieved a 1:2 ratio, most of the utterances
explained the possible reasons. For instance, students frequently
used proportional comparisons with utterances such as “Both are
light green when the right bar is twice as high as the left,” or “They
are green if the left is half of the right.”

3.3 Tutor’s Verbalization
Results showed that the tutor’s verbalization had particular char-
acteristics depending on the regime (see Table 2). Specifically, the
talk during Regime 1 consisted of the tutor introducing the task to
the student (e.g., “I want you to find green in as many ways as you
can, and I want you to say everything you think out loud.”). During
Regime 2, the tutor’s talk prompted active inquiry and reflection,
such as “What do you mean by?”, “Can you show that?”, “What do
you notice?”. During Regime 3, the talk inquired about a student’s
ideas as well as encouraged them to further exploration and find
a global rule or movement (e.g., “How did you do that?”, “Do you
think the bars will turn green here?”).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we examined a group of fifth and sixth-grade stu-
dents’ engagement in an action-based learning environment where
they explored the concept of proportion by moving their hands
on a touchscreen. We collected data in the form of hand logs and
conducted a statistical analysis of the hands’ ratio and discovered
qualitative differences during the activity and across students. We
characterized the between-subjects variation as clusters and the
within-subject changes as regimes. In different regimes, we identi-
fied interesting patterns of hand movements. In particular, regimes
2 and 3 were indicative of important cognitive activities, such as
exploration and consolidation. Clustering allowed us to character-
ize students by how they approach the task. For instance, whereas
some students spent large segments of the task exploring various
hands’ ratios, other students spent most of their time reflecting and
advancing explanations as to why the bars turned green.

More specifically, we interpret our results for the three regimes
as follows. Regime 1 corresponds to an initial phase of the embodied
interaction. During this regime, the hands were at the same height;
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Table 1: Parameter estimates from the empirical example

Regime 1 Regime 2 Regime 3
Moving at the same height Moving with large variability Moving at the desired ratio

X 1 t 1 t 1 t
Cluster 1

Slow-discovering
students

α1 = .42
ω1 1.899 -7.871 1.864 -2.597 0 0
β1 1.014 -0.019 1.149 0.016 2.017 -0.061
σ 2
1 0.003 0.180 0.015

Cluster 2
Quick-discovering

students
1 − α1 = .58

ω2 1.423 -14.651 0 0 -0.386 1.794
β2 1.018 -0.039 0.896 0.594 2.027 -0.043
σ 2
2 0.009 0.213 0.009

Figure 2: Estimated logistic curves of the three regimes within the two clusters.

Figure 3: Characteristic time-series data for each of the two clusters. Left: Participant 74 represents a characteristic Cluster 1,
with a lot of exploration (Regime 2) and a final convergence to the right ratio (Regime 3) around the final third of the task.
Right: Participant 83 represents a characteristic Cluster 2, with a faster convergence to the 1:2 ratio (Regime 3) but with many
interspersed exploration moments (Regime 2).

perhaps the student awaited to see what happens next. Regime 2
corresponds to an intermediate phase of the interaction. During
this regime, the student was actively exploring different hand ratios,
perhaps attempting to find how to make the bars green. From prior
qualitative observations, we knew that during this regime, students

might deploy a mixture of strategies where two hands move in-
dependently or move at fixed distances. However, our mixRHLP
model of hands’ ratio misses this distinction, resulting in one of the
limitations of our current approach. Regime 3 corresponds to a later
phase of the interaction. During this phase, the hands maintained at
a 1:2 ratio. However, as the tutor asked students to find green in as
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Table 2: Students(S)’ and Tutors(T)’ Most Frequent N–Grams

N–Grams Regime 1 Regime 2 Regime 3

3 S: “I have them”
T: “can you find”, “can you say”

S: “at same time”
T: “do you notice”

S: “they turn green”
T: “bars turn green”

4
S: “at bottom of screen”
T: “you think out loud”, “what
you are doing”

S: “here again here again”, “I do
not know”
T: “what do you mean”, “can
you show that”

S: “right bar is now”, “it both are
light”
T: “find even more green”, “at
bottom of screen”

5
S: “a little bit of green”
T: “as many ways as possible”, “every-
thing you think out loud”

S: “the right bar is higher”, “if I do
that for”
T: “what do you have to do”, “hands
at the same time”

S: “bar is twice as high”, “they both
are light green”
T: “how did you do that?”, “find
green at the top”

many ways as possible, from time to time, this particular ratio was
lost, and the student fell back into a new exploration phase (Regime
2). Note that to keep the same ratio as the hands move up, one hand
has to move twice as fast as the other hand. It is challenging to
students even though they have figured out the proportion rule.

Our cluster-based regime-switching analysis has some limita-
tions. First, our current analysis only took into account the hands’
ratio, but there are other hand-movement variables such as speed
and distance between hands that we could have utilized. Second,
we constrained the analysis to the hand logs, but we can further
explore the addition of the eye gaze data and study how hand and
eye movements coordinate in such activities. Third, we only ana-
lyzed the interview segment with a blank background for the 1:2
ratio. Students’ strategy may change when the grid and numerals
show up. Finally, we still need to conduct an in-depth analysis of
the clusters and regimes to fully understand their properties and
how they relate to the process of learning of proportion.

Despite its limitations, this study furthers our knowledge of how
students’ mathematical concepts may build on their physical experi-
ences. Furthermore, we illustrated how to apply themixRHLPmodel
to extracting qualitative patterns from quantitative time-series of
human behavior. Hence, we contribute to the field of studying
human dynamics beyond mathematics learning and teaching.

Last but not least, we anticipate some applications of this work.
For instance, in collaborative learning environments such as class-
rooms, we might be able to monitor students’ real-time behavior
and utilize the technique illustrated in this paper to generate learn-
ers’ profiles and tailor personalized and group-based feedback to
facilitate learning.
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